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ABSTRACT
We present a technique to extract radial velocity measurements from echelle spectrograph observa-
tions of rapidly rotating stars (V sin i & 50 km s−1). This type of measurement is difficult because
the line widths of such stars are often comparable to the width of a single echelle order. To com-
pensate for the scarcity of lines and Doppler information content, we have developed a process that
forward–models the observations, fitting the radial velocity shift of the star for all echelle orders
simultaneously with the echelle blaze function. We use our technique to extract radial velocity mea-
surements from a sample of rapidly rotating A– and B–type stars used as calibrator stars observed
by the California Planet Survey observations. We measure absolute radial velocities with a precision
ranging from 0.5–2.0 km s−1 per epoch for more than 100 A- and B-type stars. In our sample of
10 well-sampled stars with radial velocity scatter in excess of their measurement uncertainties, three
of these are single–lined binaries with long observational baselines. From this subsample, we present
detections of two previously unknown spectroscopic binaries and one known astrometric system. Our
technique will be useful in measuring or placing upper limits on the masses of sub-stellar companions
discovered by wide–field transit surveys, and conducting future spectroscopic binarity surveys and
Galactic space–motion studies of massive and/or young, rapidly–rotating stars.
Subject headings: binaries: general — methods: data analysis — techniques: radial velocities
1. INTRODUCTION
Stellar radial velocity (RV) measurements have become
increasingly precise over the past 30 years due to the ad-
vent and development of high–resolution spectrographs
equipped with digital detectors (Campbell et al. 1981),
including HIRES at Keck (Vogt et al. 1994; Howard
et al. 2010); and particularly with the construction
of environmentally-stabilized spectrometers such as the
HARPS-South and -North spectrographs (Mayor et al.
2003; Cosentino et al. 2012), SOPHIE at Haute-Provence
(Bouchy et al. 2009), CHIRON at CTIO (Schwab et
al. 2010), and the Planet Finder Spectrograph (PFS)
at Magellan (Crane et al. 2006, 2010). While the dis-
covery and characterization of exoplanets has been the
driving scientific motivation behind these developments
(e.g. Mayor & Queloz 1995; Butler et al. 1999, 2004; Du-
musque et al. 2012), increased measurement precision has
also led to significant advances in understanding stellar
binarity, particularly around Sun-like stars (Duquennoy
& Mayor 1991; Fischer & Marcy 1992; Raghavan et al.
2010).
However, the stability of a given spectrometer is only
part of what enables high radial velocity precision. The
attainable Doppler precision also depends greatly on the
type of star observed. Measurements at the highest at-
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tainable precision today, levels at or below 1 m s−1, can
only be performed on stars with spectra that contain
many sharp spectral lines. As a result, most RV–based
planet surveys have been restricted to F-,G-,K-,and M-
type dwarf stars, which rotate slowly and display numer-
ous fine spectral features.
On the other hand, more massive A- and B-type stars
have hotter atmospheres and exhibit fewer absorption
features. Also, because these hot stars lack convective
outer layers, they retain most of their primordial an-
gular momentum, and what few spectral features they
show are highly rotationally broadened. For these rea-
sons, rapidly–rotating hot and massive stars have nearly
featureless blackbody spectra, showing only very broad
hydrogen and helium absorption lines, as illustrated in
Figure 1. Rotational smearing also affects young stars
of all masses if they have not yet lived long enough to
have experienced sufficient magnetic braking. It is thus
much more challenging to obtain precise RVs for rapidly
rotating stars from high–resolution echelle observations.
At the same time, their nearly featureless spectra make
hot stars excellent calibrators for measuring and remov-
ing telluric absorption features, and as calibrators for
Doppler surveys (as well as for instrumental tests, as in
Spronck et al. 2013). These “blackbodies in the sky”
are excellent calibrators of the transmission functions
of absorption cells used as wavelength references, and
as means of measuring the spectrometer’s instrumental
profile for surveys using gas absorption cells. As a re-
sult, there exists a large library of high–resolution spec-
tra of hot stars obtained as calibrators of high-precision,
gas-cell calibrated Doppler surveys such as the California
Planet Survey (CPS).
While this library was obtained for calibration pur-
poses rather than as a scientific data product, it serendip-
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itously provides the opportunity to conduct a radial ve-
locity survey of hot stars. Multiplicity studies of high
mass stars are important to constrain models of their for-
mation (Bonnell & Bate 2005; Zinnecker & Yorke 2007).
Some notable massive-star radial velocity studies include
those of Galland et al. (2005), who studied the multiplic-
ity of A- and F-type dwarfs with rapid rotation rates,
Chini et al. (2012), who examined the binary fraction
among B- and O-type stars, and Huang et al. (2010), who
examined radial velocities as a larger-scale effort to mea-
sure the projected rotational velocities of massive stars.
In addition to binarity surveys, absolute radial veloci-
ties (velocities measured with respect to the solar system
barycenter) offer the ability to study the local motion
and bulk flow of stars in the Galaxy, informing cluster
dynamics, providing formation insights to the formation
histories of visible stars, and providing information about
the assembly of the Milky Way and studies of open clus-
ters (e.g. Frebel 2010; Mermilliod et al. 2009). Absolute
radial velocities are also needed to calibrate other mea-
surements. For example, the Hipparcos-Gaia Hundred-
Thousand Proper-Motion survey, which aims to find the
proper motions for over ∼ 105 stars over a 23-year base-
line, requires radial velocity measurements of its target
stars to account for acceleration that might be affecting
the proper motion measurements (de Bruijne & Eilers
2012).
While echelle spectra of rapidly rotating A- and B-type
stars show very few absorption features, the high signal-
to-noise (SNR) and the highly oversampled nature of the
spectral features of their spectra should, in principle, pro-
vide radial velocity better than 1 km s−1(see Appendix
A). This precision allows both absolute measurements
to measure the space motions of these bright stars, as
well as relative radial velocity measurements to search
for binary companions.
In Section 2 we present a new analysis technique to
extract RV measurements from echelle spectra of rapidly
rotating stars, for both differential (Section 2.4) and ab-
solute (Section 2.5) velocities. Section 3 presents the
results of applying our method to a large number of
archival high-resolution spectra of A- and B-type stars.
These observations were obtained for use as calibrators
by the California Planet Survey RV planet search pro-
gram at Keck Observatory, over a span of 8 years since
the HIRES detector upgrade. We achieve a typical pre-
cision of 1 km s−1, and recover the orbital motion of
several known astrometric or spectroscopic binaries. Ad-
ditionally, we detect long-term radial velocity trends for
two stars (HR 5867 and HR8028) and spectroscopically
confirm the astrometric binary HR3067.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS
2.1. Data Collection
The data presented herein were collected with the
HIgh Resolution Echelle Spectrograph (HIRES) on the
Keck I telescope (Vogt et al. 1994). HIRES was op-
erated in the standard CPS observing mode with the
red-optimized grating with a spectral resolving power of
∆λ/λ ≈ 55, 000. Across the 8 years of observations, vari-
ous slit masks, or “deckers” were used , including C1, C5,
B1 and B5 7. Because the targets are so bright and since
7 http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/hires/manual2.pdf
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Fig. 1.— Radial velocity measurements using A- and B-type stel-
lar spectra are hindered by rotational broadening of their observed
spectral features. Here, we see this effect as illustrated by the Hδ
410.1 nm Balmer line.Upper panel: One HIRES echelle order of
the Solar spectrum measured by observing reflected Sunlight from
the asteroid Vesta. This spectrum is representative of those of low-
mass stars observed by the CPS program. Lower panel: the same
HIRES order, this time showing an observation of an A–type star,
HR6827. This rapidly-rotating star has hundreds of times fewer
spectral features than are seen in the Solar spectrum. The high-
mass star cannot be analyzed in the same way as a Sun-like due to
its broad spectral features, which are significant fraction of their
echelle orders.
the rotational broadening of the stars is large enough that
all features are resolved, the different observing modes
have little effect on the final results.
HIRES has three charge coupled devices (CCDs), each
of which covers a different wavelength range of the spec-
trum. Colloquially, these CCDs are referred to as the
blue (364.3–479.5 nm), green (497.7–642.1 nm), and red
(654.3–799 nm) chips. These CCDs have twenty-three,
sixteen, and ten orders, respectively, with each con-
stituent order containing 4020 pixels. We reduce the
HIRES CCD images using the standard CPS method of
using an optimal extraction technique to trace spectral
orders on the two-dimensional echelle image, rectifying
the orders, and then summing pixels in columns to ob-
tain a one–dimensional spectrum for each order.
The observations of rapidly rotating calibrators were
often, but not always, made with the iodine cell in the
light path in order to measure the instrumental profile
(line-spread function) from the sharp iodine absorption
features (Butler et al. 1996; Johnson et al. 2006). In our
analysis, we take advantage of the simultaneous iodine
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reference to determine the spectrograph’s wavelength so-
lution. In the cases of exposures taken without the io-
dine cell, we search for the nearest observation in time
taken with the iodine cell and use its wavelength solution
instead. We note, however, that the region containing io-
dine lines only spans about 100 nm about on the green
chip between roughly 500 nm and 600 nm, and the major-
ity of the spectral features characteristic of hot, rapidly
rotating stars (in particular, hydrogen and helium lines)
are located on the blue chip. Using the iodine–derived
wavelength solution requires extrapolation to the rest of
the HIRES bandpass, which we describe in Section 2.2.
2.2. Wavelength Solution
HIRES is not an environmentally–stabilized instru-
ment like other precise RV instruments, so the spec-
trograph’s wavelength solution drifts over the course of
a night at the level of 1–2 km s−1(roughly a pixel).
The CPS program circumvents this problem by passing
starlight through an iodine gas cell, which imprints a
wavelength reference spectrum onto the intrinsic stellar
spectrum (Valenti et al. 1995). The simultaneous iodine
reference permits wavelength solutions to a precision bet-
ter than a fraction of a m s−1, significantly more precise
than is necessary for RV measurements of rapidly rotat-
ing hot stars. Unfortunately, this wavelength solution is
only measurable between roughly 500 nm and 600 nm,
where there is significant iodine absorption and a lack of
strong telluric absorption features.
We found that even though the iodine wavelength so-
lution was only calculated over a small region, it was
possible to extrapolate the wavelength solution to other
spectral regions with a precision of better than 400 m s−1.
This is possible because the orientation of the three
CCDs is such that all orders (on all three chips) are
parallel, with the response functions by pixel remaining
consistent (to 0.4 km s−1) between orders. The distance
between chips is only 6-7 pixels8, so the wavelength map-
ping for one CCD is closely matched by the neighboring
CCDs.
We fit the wavelength solution from the iodine region
on the green chip with the following model:
λextrap(i, n) = A+B × i+ C × i2 +D × n (1)
where n is the order number, i is the pixel number in the
dispersion direction, and A, B, C, and D are the fitted
coefficients. This model does a good job of describing
the dependence in the dispersion direction, but the sim-
ple linear dependence of wavelength on order number is
only adequate to describe the wavelength solution to a
precision of ≃ 100 m s−1 on the green chip. Fitting
only a linear dependence on order number, however, al-
lows us to extrapolate the wavelength solution without
the problem of a higher order polynomial fit diverging
quickly. For an example wavelength solution, shown in
Figure 2, the nominal solution must be corrected by val-
ues varying by 400 m s−1 between the bluest and reddest
orders. The exact value of this deviation varies by ob-
servation, but the values given here are typical values.
The correction computed from the green chip can then
8 http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/hires/hires data.pdf
be applied to the blue chip, resulting in a wavelength so-
lution with at least 400 m s−1 better precision between
orders on the far edges of the chip and 1.4 km s−1 better
precision compared to the nominal wavelength solution
for the entire run.
We show the result of one of the fits in Figure 2 and
compare the fit to the data in the iodine region. The
uncorrected dependence on order number is evident, but
the typical errors introduced are small. Due to the large
drifts in the wavelength solution of the spectrograph, the
extrapolated solution is of higher quality in general than
the nightly solution, (λnightly), which is calculated from
a Thorium-Argon lamp exposure at the beginning of the
night. We therefore use the extrapolated wavelength so-
lutions in our analysis hereafter.
Fig. 2.— Difference between HIRES wavelength solution,
λnightly, from one epoch compared to the nominal wavelength so-
lution from an arbitrary reference epoch as a function of pixel and
order number for the green chip. Each order is represented by
a different color, from the bluest to reddest order. The dots are
measurements of δλ, the deviation in wavelength from the nominal
solution, and the solid line is the best-fitting solution as described
by Equation 1 for an arbitrary order n. The offset from zero in-
dicates that the spectrograph’s wavelength zero–point has shifted
from the nominal value by about 1.4 km s−1 at this epoch, and the
slope—wavelength zeropoint as a function of pixel—is described by
coefficients B and C in Equation 1.
2.3. Continuum Shape
Unlike traditional Doppler techniques developed for F-
, G-, K-, and M-stars, which perform analysis on con-
tinuum normalized spectra, the peculiarities of our hot,
rapidly rotating stellar sample require us to simulta-
neously fit for radial velocities with the spectrograph’s
blaze function. Hot, rapidly rotating stars like those
considered in this study have very broad spectral fea-
tures, some of which have line widths that are a signifi-
cant fraction(∼ 10-20%) of the width of a HIRES echelle
order (typically 5 nm in the blue). Ignoring this would
introduce biases caused by the degeneracy between the
overall flux level and the location of spectral lines, pre-
venting effective normalization to the continuum.
The shape of the continuum for each spectral order
in echelle spectrographs is a blaze function determined
by the spacing of grooves on the diffraction grating. The
Fourier transform of the shape of each groove on the grat-
ing results in a sinc (sin(x)/x) function, the first maxi-
mum of which is known as the blaze function. The shapes
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of the spectral orders are similar due to their common
physical origin, but other spectrograph optical effects re-
sult result in small changes between orders.
We take advantage of the fact that the echelle orders
have similar blaze function shapes when modeling them
in our radial velocity fits, and model the continuum shape
of the continuum as a function of both order number and
pixel number in the dispersion direction. Essentially, the
continuum level of each spectral order is a slice from one
continuous, three–dimensional function F (i, n), where F
is the flux level, n is to the order number, and i is to the
pixel number in the dispersion direction.
We experimented with various functional forms for
F (i, n) by fitting to flat field exposures – that is, cali-
bration exposures taken when the HIRES slit was illumi-
nated with a quartz lamp continuum source. We settled
on the following form for F (i, n):
F (i, n) = c0i
2 + c1i+ c2 + c3n+ c4n
2 + c5in, (2)
where the coefficients, {cj}, are free parameters.
2.4. Fitting Procedure
We measure radial velocities by simultaneously fitting
a model to the continuum shape and Doppler shift of each
spectrum. We start by selecting the first observation
for a given star and set this spectrum to be our stellar
template spectrum, analogous to the deconvolved intrin-
sic stellar spectrum used in iodine cell Doppler analysis
(Butler et al. 1996). However, since the instrumental
line-broadening is negligible to the rotational broaden-
ing, no deconvolution is required.
We then use a Levenberg–Marquardt (Press et al.
2002) least squares technique to find the best–fitting
Doppler shift for each observation of a particular star.
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is relatively robust,
but can sometimes get stuck in local extrema in the func-
tion it is minimizing or maximizing, so we take care to
find good initial guesses for the fit parameters. We first
estimate the Doppler shift by performing a cross correla-
tion between the template spectrum with the observation
on one particular spectral order, the one containing the
H-γ line at 434.047 nm. We estimate the shape of the
continuum using our fits to the flat field lamp as de-
scribed in Section 2.3. Once we have initial guesses, we
perform the Levenberg-Marquardt maximization on the
following log–likelihood (where lnL ∝ −χ2) function:
lnL =
N−1∑
i=0
[
−1
2
ln (2πσi)− 1
2
(Ii − Im
σi
)2]
(3)
where σi is the error in flux on each pixel, N is the total
number of pixels, and Ii is the flux of the datum spec-
trum at pixel i. The model Im is given by the following
expression:
Im(i, n) = Fratio(i, n) · Sm
[
λextrap(i, n)
(
1 +
VDop
c
)]
(4)
where i is pixel number, n is order number, Fratio(i, n) is
the ratio between two continuum levels which share the
functional form of Equation 2, and Sm[i, n] is the original
flux level of the first observed spectrum, which is used
as the model. It is not necessary to include the convolu-
tion kernel in the fit for relative radial velocities, as the
rotation rate and instrument profile are expected to be
constant between successive observations. If desired, the
broadening can be fit by convolving Equation 4 with the
kernel as described in Equation 6.
After the likelihood maximization, we extract the best–
fitting Doppler shift parameter (VDop). We treat the
other model inputs as nuisance parameters. Finally, we
apply a barycentric correction to the best-fitting Doppler
shift to correct for the Earth’s motion with respect to the
target star. The barycentric correction depends primar-
ily on the declination of the target, reaching a maximum
for targets on the ecliptic. Higher–order contributions
to the barycentric correction can be safely ignored at
our target precision of ∼ 1 km s−1. We computed the
barycentric correction with a python adaptation of the
baryvel code (Stumpff 1980) with errors much smaller
than our expected precision.
2.5. Absolute Radial Velocities
In addition to measuring relative radial velocities for
the stars in our sample, we also measured absolute ra-
dial velocities for these stars using a somewhat modified
version of our technique. Previous groups have made use
of CPS spectra for measuring absolute radial velocities:
for example, Chubak et al. (2012) analyzed over 29,000
spectra of 2046 F-, G-, K-, and M-type stars (see also
Nidever et al. 2002). In this work, we analyzed an addi-
tional ∼3000 spectra of 213 more massive A- and B-type
stars that were not included in Chubak et al. (2012).
We measured the absolute radial velocity for each star
in our sample using the same algorithms described in
Section 2. However, instead of using a spectrum of the
star itself as a template, we performed the fit using a
PHOENIX model stellar spectrum of a hot A- or B-type
star, using model:
Im(i, n) = F(i, n) · Sm
[
λextrap(i, n)
(
1 +
VDop
c
)]
∗G[Vrot sin I, R]
(5)
which is similar in form to Equation 4: F(i,n) is the
continuum level of the datum spectrum, Sm is the un-
perturbed flux level of the PHOENIX spectrum model,
I is the inclination of the stellar spin axis with respect
to the line-of-sight, Vrot is the equatorial stellar rota-
tion velocity, the “∗” symbol denotes a convolution, and
G[Vrot sin I, R] is the broadening kernel, defined by:
G[Vrot sin I, R] =
(
2(1− ǫ)
π(1− ǫ/2)
)(
1− (∆λ/∆λL)2
)0.5
+
(
πǫ
2π(1− ǫ/3)
)
(1− (∆λ/∆λL)2)
(6)
when R is resolution, in units of δλ per pixel; ∆λ/∆λL is
a unitless argument, bounded by -1 and 1 describing the
position on the star at which the kernel is to be evaluated;
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Fig. 3.— Three representative orders from a spectrum of HR8634, spanning roughly 80 angstroms each. Data points and residuals in
black with the best fit transformed PHOENIX model in red. The bottom panel shows the residuals in fractional values of the total flux
at each pixel. The trend in residuals around the lines are due to the imperfect fit of the theoretical line profile model to the data. The
fit precision is worse for theoretical models than for relative radial velocities, which is part of why the absolute radial velocity precision is
worse than the relative radial velocity precision.
ǫ is the limb-darkening coefficient (taken to be ǫ = 0.6 in
our analysis, Gray 1976).
The PHOENIX atmospheric models have been devel-
oped over the last fifteen years for modeling the spec-
tra of wide range of stellar masses and spectral types
(Hauschildt et al. 1999; Baron et al. 2010). The model
spectra used in this analysis have metallicities as given
in Asplund et al. (2009). The models were generated
from effective stellar temperatures as available in the lit-
erature for each individual star, ignoring metallicity and
surface gravity variations: our fits do not derive stellar
qualities beyond the doppler shift, and thus all we re-
quire from a model is the best possible template for deep,
broad emission lines. Although using the PHOENIX
spectrum as the model requires significantly more ex-
ploration through parameter-space to find the Doppler
shift, continuum shape, and line-broadening parameters,
the result is a description of the absolute motion of the
star. We applied a barycentric correction and a slight
correction to match the zero-point set by IAU standard
stars (e.g. Nidever et al. 2002; Chubak et al. 2012; Collins
et al. 2014). We do not correct for the gravitational red-
shift due to either the host star or our own sun, as those
effects would be on the order of a few m s−1, which is well
below our target precision (Wright & Eastman 2014).
Although our method is not optimized to find V sin I,
this quantity is a byproduct of our fits and so we present
derived values of V sin I and its error, σV sin I , for each
star in our sample in Table 2.5, assuming zero stellar
turbulence.
A final fit to a model and residuals are shown in Fig-
ure 3. As evident in the figure, there is some discrepancy
between the PHOENIXmodel atmosphere and the obser-
vations. Much of the mismatch is in the line core. How-
ever, this is not a major concern given that the Doppler
content is contained in the line wings.
3. RESULTS
We applied our radial velocity measurement technique
to observations of our sample of 213 hot stars. To narrow
this sample to contain only those potentially in binary
stars, we selected a sub-sample containing stars that had
been observed more than seven times with more than
three epochs of observations and additionally showed a
large (> 3σ, when σ ≈ 1 km s−1 is our method precision)
amount of scatter in their relative radial velocities. Here,
epoch refers to the night upon which the observation was
taken (such that if many spectra were taken in a single
night, it would only be one epoch of observations). This
sub-sample contains 13 stars that fit these criteria. Of
these, one (HR 1178) was excluded from the sample due
to being a blended binary as identified in literature, two
were excluded due to a significant number of their obser-
vations being taken during twilight, leaving 10 stars for
further analysis. Of these, three are in detectable multi-
ple systems. We describe our measurements for each of
these stars individually in Section 3.3. We also extracted
radial velocities for all 213 stars and report absolute ra-
dial velocities in Table 5.
Many observations were taken sequentially within the
same night, often in clusters of three observations within
∼ 5 minutes. To calculate an appropriate bin size for
these points, we found the upper limit of semi-amplitude
that could occur due to a single-lined companion at the
smallest orbital radii possible. We found it was possible
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to bin data in 4 minute intervals for A-type stars and 15
minute intervals for B-type stars without risk of missing
extremely short-period binaries.
3.1. Measured RV Precision
We used the radial velocity measurements of the stars
with extended time series to both estimate the radial
velocity precision of our method, and set limits on any
radial velocity trends. To do this, we fit the measured
radial velocities to a linear model, including a term for
radial velocity jitter, using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithm with an affine invariant ensemble
sampler (adapted for IDL from the algorithm of Good-
man & Weare 2010; Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). Our
best-fit radial velocity trends and jitter are reported in
Table 1.
We find that typically, for stars without known binary
companions, the best-fit jitter is between 0.5 and 2 km/s,
which we take as the typical precision of our technique.
Our data for some stars without known binary compan-
ions are consistent with higher values of jitter because
the stars have fewer measurements to constrain jitter.
Finally, we detect two significant radial velocity trends,
which we discuss further in Section 3.3
3.2. Absolute Radial Velocities
We report our measurements of absolute radial veloc-
ities for all 213 stars in our sample in Table 5. Table 5
lists the average absolute radial velocity over all obser-
vations of each star in our sample, as well as the number
of observations and the time baseline of all observations.
We report the time baseline of the observations to help
avoid contamination with spectroscopic binaries – With
a long enough baseline of observations it is possible to
separate the overall motion of the target from the peri-
odic motion due to companions, and we indeed see some
stars with obvious Keplerian motion. However, without
a sufficiently long baseline, it is unclear whether an ob-
served radial velocity is due to the star’s absolute motion
or if it contains an instantaneous snapshot of a star’s mo-
tion due to the effect of a companion. Only a subset of
the A- and B-type calibrator stars were observed a suffi-
cient number of times over a long enough time baseline
to make an informed statement on their radial velocities
over time. For this reason, the Tbaseline in days is in-
cluded in Table 5, to provide a context for each absolute
radial velocity measurement.
Both Chubak et al. (2012) and Nidever et al. (2002)
were able to calculate absolute radial velocities for F-,
G-, K-, and M-type stars to a precision of roughly 0.1
km s−1. We find that our method yields a median preci-
sion of 1.5 km s−1 (with can be further delineated into a
best case scenario precision as good as 0.5 km s−1 for low-
mass, A-type stars, and a worst-case scenario of 2 km s−1
for massive, rapidly rotating B-type stars). In Figure 4,
we plot a schematic comparison between our derived val-
ues and the compilation presented in Gontcharov (2006).
We adopt 1.5 km s−1 as the typical uncertainty for our
absolute measurements, which is somewhat higher than
our errors for relative radial velocities, due to discrep-
ancies between the PHOENIX models and the observed
spectra.
3.3. Binary Systems
Fig. 4.— Top panel, a plot of the absolute radial velocity val-
ues derived in this work against literature values (drawn from
Gontcharov 2006). Bottom panel, residuals between our values
and literature values. The RMS Error is 8.63 /kms.
In our sample of 213 stars, each star has an average
of 13 spectra covering 3 epochs. With such sparse tem-
poral sampling, it is difficult to find true periods and fit
orbits. Lomb-Scargle analysis of the radial velocity time
series for each target often finds spurious short-period
signals, due to aliasing, which is particularly troublesome
for sparsely sampled targets (Dawson & Fabrycky 2010).
For this reason, we rely on the scatter of the radial ve-
locities compared to the measurement uncertainties as a
simple indicator of the potential presence of a compan-
ion, and then consider the data in the context of what
is already present in the literature about these sources.
Using literature periods as starting points, we are able
to confirm, and, in some cases, refine, what has been re-
ported about the binarity of these massive, bright stars.
Many of the targets in our sample are previously stud-
ied binaries (Chini et al. 2012). We observe one blended
double-lined binary, HR1178 (Abt et al. 1965; Zwahlen et
al. 2004), which we exclude from our sample because our
modeling technique does not account for multiple lines
in the spectra. Our method is optimized to find single-
lined binaries, and is not presently capable of dealing
with double-lined binaries.
We additionally exclude sources with high scatter but
insufficient phase coverage, that is, observations at fewer
than seven epochs. Out of the 10 stars with at least seven
observations, we identify two previously unknown binary
systems. We additionally detect the stellar companion
to HR3067, previously found using methods other than
radial velocities. We summarize literature and our ob-
servations for each of these systems.
3.3.1. HR3067
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TABLE 1
Best–Fit Linear Trends and RV Jitter
Star Trend (km s−1 yr−1) Significance (σ) Jitter (km s−1)
HR1679 −0.16± 4.38 0.04 7.3± 4.3
HR2845 0.33± 0.43 0.77 2.0± 0.6
HR3799 −0.04± 2.09 0.02 2.3± 1.0
HR4468 −0.33± 0.23 1.41 0.9± 0.2
HR5511 0.09± 0.16 0.54 1.5± 0.3
HR5849 0.10± 0.35 0.29 1.0± 0.3
HR5867 0.96± 0.21 4.52 0.5± 0.2
HR7708 −0.36± 2.59 0.14 13.4± 2.7
HR8028 −1.58± 0.29 5.51 1.3± 0.3
Note. — Significance σ refers to the magnitude of the trend divided
by its uncertainty. Stars with too few (< 7) data points are excluded
from this table. The best–fit jitter values indicate our precision is typi-
cally 1-2 km s−1. Note that HR1679 and HR7708 have higher levels of
scatter than is typical of this technique, possibly indicating close binary
companions. HR 3067, discussed in section 3.3.1 is excluded from this
table.
Fig. 5.— The phase-folded radial velocity time series of HR3067,
an A-type star with a predicted companion at an orbital period of
1.5 years (Malkov et al. 2012). The RVs show an orbit with a longer
period than astrometry predicted and significant eccentricity.
HR3067 is a bright star with spectral type A3, and
was observed by CPS 23 times over a time baseline of
5 years. Astrometric observations from Hipparcos iden-
tified a companion with an orbital period of 1.59 years,
and fit the data with a zero–eccentricity orbital model.
To our knowledge, no radial velocity confirmation of
this companion or measurement of the eccentricity ex-
ists in the literature. In our data, we indeed detect sig-
nificant radial velocity variations (a scatter roughly 10
times the measured scatter of the method; see Table 2),
and searched for periodic signals with a Lomb-Scargle
analysis. The periodogram analysis of the radial veloc-
ity time series of HR 3067 finds several potential short-
period peaks; however, due to poor sampling and aliasing
(e.g. Dawson & Fabrycky 2010), we cannot uniquely de-
termine the true period.
We fit a Keplerian model to HR3067’s radial veloc-
ity time series. We adopted the astrometrically derived
period as a starting point for the fit, and fit the radial
velocity time series to a Keplerian using the IDL pro-
gram rvlin (Wright & Howard 2009, 2012). The result
is plotted in Figure 5. To determine errors on these pa-
rameters, we used a bootstrap Monte Carlo method, as
used in Johnson et al. (2007). This is done by subtracting
a model generated from the best-fit Keplerian from the
measured radial velocities, then computing the residuals
between the two. The residuals are then randomly reas-
signed to data points, and rvlin used again to fit a new
best-fit Keplerian. The mean and standard deviation of
a distribution composed of 1000 such trials was adopted
as the system parameters and uncertainties.
We estimated HR3067’s mass using the online Padova
model interpolator9, which uses the technique of da Silva
et al. (2006) to calculate masses based on photome-
try, parallaxes and spectroscopic parameters. Assuming
HR3067’s observed spectral type of A3, a temperature
of roughly 8750 K and solar metallicity, we estimate that
it has a mass of roughly 2.2 M⊙. Given the primary’s
mass of 2.2 M⊙ and the period derived from our RVs,
the binary mass function of 0.15M⊙ translates to a min-
imum mass for the secondary component of about 1M⊙.
Additionally, hints of the spectral lines of the secondary
component are visible in the HIRES spectra. Follow-up
observations and analysis are ongoing, and the result of
further analysis will be presented in a future work.
We show our phase folded radial velocity measure-
ments along with our best–fit model in Figure 5. The
best-fit orbital parameters are provided in Table 3.
3.3.2. HR5867
HR5867 is an A3-type star that has been studied in
the past and found to have many different possible com-
panions, of varying separations. van de Kamp & Vys-
sotsky (1929) identified HR5867 as a quadruple system,
the components of which were separated by 30” from the
primary. Shaya & Olling (2011) reported a very wide
companion to HR5867. De Rosa et al. (2014) identified
a further companion at 1643.04 arcseconds.
We find a linear trend in our new radial velocities, sug-
gesting the presence of a close-in, previously unstudied
companion. Our new radial velocities span a baseline of
more than 1000 days, but do not catch a turn-over in the
radial velocity curve. As shown in Figure 6, an MCMC
fit to a linear model finds a significant slope, indicating
9 http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/param
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TABLE 2
Radial velocity time series for HR3067
Date (JD) Relative RV Uncertainty
2454808.016881 -7.99011456 0.906307
2454963.801250 0.84506144 0.851385
2454983.734892 2.89520244 0.730252
2455255.838258 7.40614944 1.730396
2455311.718924 -6.35259256 0.912301
2455342.728611 -14.29464556 1.012084
2455343.731059 -11.11869856 0.923183
2455344.732477 -13.89147756 0.842331
2455671.717002 4.87441244 1.175328
2455672.718090 4.98378644 1.273581
2455673.721030 4.81967244 1.293804
2455697.725914 4.73993644 1.377920
2455698.726088 5.18161544 1.201775
2455699.725868 5.49505144 1.187538
2455700.725764 5.18047444 1.042351
2455702.741458 7.22616644 0.986378
2456907.153611 -5.3110145 1.071243
2456908.154329 -5.6374542 1.141087
2456909.154225 -5.9577133 1.184617
2456910.146331 -4.2697303 0.918832
2456911.145278 -4.5781529 1.943838
2456912.153484 -4.8835522 1.307474
2456913.153634 -3.1805621 1.234314
TABLE 3
Best-fit orbital parameters for HR3067
Orbital Parameter Value Uncertainty
p 674.64 days 7.35 days
e 0.38 0.05
ω 93.91o 3.12o
k 13.80 km s−1 0.79 km s−1
long-term motion in the star. This companion has not
been previously identified. Since we have a measure of
the radial velocity trend as well as an astrometric mea-
sure of the separation between the primary and visible
companions, we can determine the companion mass using
Knutson et al. (2014):
Mcomp/M⊙ = 5.34× 10−6
(
d
pc
p
arcsec
)2 ∣∣∣∣d(RV )dt
∣∣∣∣Φ
(7)
when d is distance to the system, p is separation in arc-
seconds between the primary and companion, d(RV )dt is
the radial velocity trend, and Φ is a function of the in-
clination angle, eccentricity, longitude of periastron, and
phase in orbit, which assumes a minimum value of
√
27/2
(Torres 1999; Liu et al. 2002; Knutson et al. 2014). Us-
ing Equation 7, van Leeuwen (2007)’s measured paral-
lax of 21.03 mas, and the separations of the previously
measured companions (van de Kamp & Vyssotsky 1929;
Shaya & Olling 2011; De Rosa et al. 2014), and our new
value of d(RV )dt = 0.96 km/sec/year, we find that if the
RV trend we observe was caused by one of the known
visual binary companions to HR5867, the companion
would have a minimum mass of 2 × 104M⊙. This re-
sult is unphysical, so we conclude that the companion
inciting the radial velocity trend that we see must be an
undiscovered companion.
Estimating HR5867 as a 2.2M⊙ star using the Padova
interpolator described above, we can estimate the mass
of the companion using (Wright et al. 2007):
m3 sin3 i
(m+M∗)2
=
PK3(1− e2)3/2
2πG
(8)
where m is the mass of the companion,M∗ is the mass of
the primary, P is the period of the orbit, K is the ampli-
tude of the radial velocity signal, and e is the eccentricity.
Using the minimum amplitude for HR5867 (K ≥ 3.15
km s−1), the minimum period (P ≥ 6.3 years), and as-
suming that e = 0 and M∗ = 2.2M⊙ and i = 90
◦, we
find that the companion must have a minimum mass of
m ≥ 0.37M⊙. This could be further constrained with
additional radial velocity measurements, particularly if
the new data cover an inflection point.
3.3.3. HR8028
HR8028 is a A1-type, main sequence star with a
speckle companion roughly 0.1” away (Horch et al. 2012).
The astrometric separation has been measured several
times: these values are presented in Table 4, along with
the instantaneous separations derived using HR8028’s
parallax, which is 8.71 mas ± 0.34 mas (van Leeuwen
2007), corresponding to a distance of 114 ± 4 parsecs.
As shown in Figure 6, an MCMC fit to a linear model
finds a significant slope, indicating long-term motion in
the star. The companion inciting this motion must have
a minimum period of 10 years, consistent with the or-
bital separations found via astrometry by Mason et al.
(1999), Horch et al. (2008), and Horch et al. (2012). The
dv
dt = 1.58 km s
−1yr−1 and separations in Table 4 allows
us to calculate a minimum dynamical mass for the com-
panion based on the local radial velocity slope, assuming
a mass of 2.3 M⊙ (from the Padova interpolator) for the
A1 primary. Using Equation 7 and the separations sum-
marized in Table 4, we find the mass of the companion to
be a minimum 2 M⊙, which would make the companion
of comparable size to the primary. This is unlikely, con-
sidering the magnitude difference between the primary
and secondary evident in speckle imaging (2.1 magni-
tudes, Mason et al. 1999). The speckle companion seems
to be moving relative to the primary (roughly 0.3 arcsec
in 20 years) at a rate comparable to the proper motion
of the primary (0.5 arcsec in 20 years). It is possible
that the speckle companion is a background star, and
the companion we detect in radial velocities is different.
Using Equation 8 with lower bounds of 8 years for the
period (due to unconstrained eccentricity, we cannot ex-
clude a 8 year period for an eccentric orbit) and 5 km s−1
for the radial velocity amplitude yields a minimum mass
companion of m ≥ 0.7M⊙. The period and amplitude
both have only lower limits due to the lack of turn-over
in the radial velocity curve. Further refinement of the
period of HR8028’s companion (and thus lower bounds
on the its mass) will be possible once a turnover is mea-
sured in the radial velocity measurements.
4. DISCUSSION
In this work, we present data on some of the closest,
brightest stars in the sky. Even though these stars have
been studied for over a century, it is still possible to make
discoveries by using existing data in new ways.
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TABLE 4
Astrometric Measurements for HR8028
Date ρ, Ang. Sep (arcsec) Position Angle (◦) Separation(AU) Reference
1989.7114 0.262 89.7114 29.9 Mason et al. (1999)
2003.5383 0.084 204.6 9.6 Horch et al. (2008)
2003.5384 0.0849 202.1 9.6 Horch et al. (2008)
2008.4722 0.113 169.8 12.9 Horch et al. (2012)
2009.4498 0.140 177.5 16 Horch et al. (2012)
2009.4498 0.144 175.0 16.4 Horch et al. (2012)
2009.4578 0.137 176.2 15.6 Horch et al. (2012)
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Fig. 6.— Top: A linear fit to the radial velocity points for
HR5867 excludes a zero slope (no trend) to 4.5σ. Grey lines show
random draws from the MCMC posterior. This indicates the pres-
ence of a companion forcing the trend, inducing an amplitude vari-
ation of 0.96 km s−1yr−1. Bottom: Same as top, but for HR8028.
We attribute this trend to a companion detected in speckle imag-
ing of this star. The best–fit trend is -1.58 km s−1yr−1, and is
significant at the 5.5σ level.
Some of our absolute radial velocity measurements are
new and have not yet been presented in literature, while
many others serve as an update to previous literature
values. These new measurements will serve as additional
reference measurements for programs studying the kine-
matics of bulk stellar flow. The updated absolute RVs
can also be combined with with long-term measurements
of these stars to extend the time baseline of RV monitor-
ing of these sources. Moreover, additional absolute RV
measurements will help the Hundred-Thousand-Proper-
Motion survey. de Bruijne & Eilers (2012) found that
many sources, including some in our sample, need addi-
tional radial velocity measurements to be useful to the
Hundred-Thousand-Proper-Motion survey.
Calibrator spectra are an underutilized resource with
the potential to do new science. Our method of fitting ra-
dial velocities for massive stars could be applied to spec-
trographs other than HIRES, allowing for more radial
velocity measurements of various types of rapidly rotat-
ing stars. A compilation of calibration spectra from other
spectrographs could significantly increase the size of our
dataset and help the sampling issues that prevented us
from identifying more spectroscopic binaries. Infrared
spectrographs in particular could substantially increase
the number of calibration spectra, because taking spectra
of rapidly rotating hot stars to calibrate spectral features
from Earth’s atmosphere is common practice among in-
frared astronomers (e.g. Muirhead et al. 2013).
Additionally, though this method was developed for
use on A- and B-type stars, it can be used for any tar-
get with broadened spectral features. A modified ver-
sion of this method was used in Muirhead et al. (2013)
to find radial velocities for a rotating M3-dwarf with a
Vrot sin i = 19.67 ± 0.52 km s−1. This method could be
used for observations of young stars as well as those of
massive stars.
5. SUMMARY
We have developed a method to extract radial veloc-
ity measurements from A- and B-type stellar spectra us-
ing a forward modeling approach that simultaneously fits
the star’s radial velocity with the echelle spectrograph’s
blaze function. Our technique utilizes an extrapolation
of the wavelength solution from the iodine calibration
region and derives a radial velocity measurement from
the entire spectrum simultaneously. This method makes
use of qualities of the spectra that are usually weak-
nesses in radial velocity work, namely the broad spectral
lines and multiple featureless orders, to instead serve as
strengths in the fitting process. Fitting RVs in this non-
traditional manner allows for the analysis of echelle spec-
tra of rapidly rotating stars, which cannot be processed
with traditional pipelines.
We found that with our technique, we attain a preci-
sion of 1.0 km s−1(0.5 km s−1- 2.0 km s−1) for relative ra-
dial velocities. For absolute radial velocities, which rely
upon PHOENIX stellar model spectra as radial velocity
templates, the precision is a bit worse (1.5 km s−1).
We detect several sources with a high degree in scatter
between successive radial velocity measurements taken
over the course of anywhere from one to six years. Since
these stars were observed as calibrators and not science
targets, they are often significantly under-sampled. The
sparse sampling of each individual target limits our abil-
ity to totally characterize these detections. We also
detect two significant long–term radial velocity trends
(HR5867 and HR8028), and redetect a previously known
astrometric binary (HR3067). Two detections have ra-
dial velocity time series with slopes that cannot be at-
tributed to any currently known companion in the system
(HR5867) or nearby speckle star (HR8028). Though we
only see an unknown fraction of the phase in our time
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series, we compute the minimum masses of these new po-
tential companions to be 0.37 and 0.70M⊙, respectively.
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APPENDIX
EXPECTED PRECISION
The theoretical best precision on a radial velocity measurement depends on the signal–to–noise ratio of the mea-
surement, the typical width and depth of spectral features, and the number of spectral features used to calculate the
Doppler shift. Butler et al. (1996) derives the expected radial velocity precision:
σV =
[
Nline
∑
i
(
dIi/dV
ǫi
)2]−1/2
≈ 1
S
√
NpixNline
∆V
∆I (A1)
when ǫi =
√
Nphotons
Nphotons
, Nlines is the number of spectral lines, Npix is the number of pixels across which each line
occurs, ∆I is the relative intensity depth of the spectral features, ∆V is the average range in wavelength across which
this intensity depth occurs, and S is the signal to noise ratio.
For a solar-type spectrum, a typical line might encompass six pixels, with an overall line width of dV = 2.5 km s−1
and a relative intensity depth of dI = 0.2. With a typical observation SNR of 200 and Nlines = 100 spectral lines,
this leads to an expected radial velocity precision of 3.6 m s−1 Butler et al. (1996).
To calculate the best-case precision for our method, we calculate the precision for a star in our sample with the
median amount of broadening. For such a star, we estimate the relative intensity depth to be roughly equivalent to
that for a low-mass star, dI = 0.2 (see Figure 1 for a visualization of the comparison). The average line in such a star
achieves this intensity dip over ∆V = 800 km s−1and Npix = 500 pixels, and has Nlines = 10 of these lines. Using
these median parameters and a standard SNR of 100, we find that were we to be photon limited, we could expect our
average precision to be roughly 0.6 km s−1.
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TABLE 5
Summary of all observations
Star Abs. RV (km s−1) σRV (km s
−1) V sin(I) (km s−1) σV sin(I) (km s
−1) Nobs Tbaseline (days) Notes
HR10 -10.92 1.5 252 17 6 462.677778 c
HR1002 -10.06 1.00 132 6 13 1098.160023
HR1062 14.11 1.5 120 13 7 175.637489 c
HR1087 -1.67 1.5 190 14 10 0.018322 d
HR1239 16.52 0.40 38 11 16 1834.113172
HR1260 5.82 1.5 168 23 6 0.089051 c, d
HR1261 7.11 0.91 251 15 12 392.0197
HR1273 4.07 1.39 55 9 10 767.998484
HR128 -21.99 1.17 194 13 9 434.995069
HR1289 -22.01 1.5 265 10 3 0.001412 c, d
HR15 -6.35 1.5 95 40 3 1236.918252 d
HR1500 12.24 1.55 249 23 12 69.792176
HR1544 28.70 1.5 228 19 7 1097.996562 d
HR1567 30.78 1.5 77 27 3 0.087615 c, d
HR1574 10.12 1.97 155 14 15 86.672651
HR1621 29.78 1.5 312 26 6 447.719641 c
HR1641 12.09 0.85 115 15 35 2361.619584
HR1679 -2.51 5.43 327 24 37 978.285498 a
HR1786 -10.09 1.5 190 19 6 0.002546 c, d
HR1789 19.98 1.5 287 24 6 28.939711 c, d
HR179 -12.58 1.75 134 8 11 1236.393646
HR1806 17.51 1.5 202 41 3 0.001783 c, d
HR1858 36.12 1.5 199 26 3 0.001342 c, d
HR1873 5.65 1.5 231 29 3 0.001632 c, d
HR193 -14.93 1.5 221 16 7 688.042025 c
HR2155 35.89 1.5 234 15 3 0.00169 c, d
HR2198 19.54 1.72 248 8 14 507.819283
HR2209 -13.26 1.5 245 31 3 0.001412 c, d
HR223 7.01 2.97 115 13 21 765.087974
HR2231 22.83 1.5 244 22 5 1.993738 c, d
HR2297 35.44 2.13 174 12 6 95.867338 c
HR2343 41.73 0.92 205 11 23 264.288344
HR2356 24.98 1.5 369 14 4 0.002175 c, d
HR2370 23.50 1.5 379 32 4 0.002465 c, d
HR2490 7.22 1.92 121 25 9 285.170532
HR2532 4.25 1.5 275 12 3 0.001679 c, d
HR2568 -36.83 2.45 248 16 9 469.783901
HR2585 -13.71 1.50 217 15 21 960.236042
HR26 -19.44 1.5 205 21 6 913.119676 c
HR2648 27.72 2.20 338 19 16 356.01978
HR2670 22.85 1.5 261 19 3 0.001759 c, d
HR2763 -9.86 2.75 148 6 12 156.812257
HR2783 7.48 2.63 286 20 15 117.72103
HR2845 17.30 3.01 248 13 50 1739.255972 a
HR2944 51.47 1.5 126 18 4 0.002072 c, d
HR2946 9.16 1.5 150 8 4 788.915614 c
HR3034 35.73 1.5 412 135 7 303.167615 c
HR3067 9.07 6.80 158 23 23 895.712859 a
HR311 -12.38 1.5 251 12 7 355.911065 c
HR3131 -13.81 1.5 255 15 3 0.001216 c, d
HR3134 -10.00 1.5 189 22 6 0.034942 c, d
HR3173 3.56 1.5 173 24 3 0.001273 c, d
HR3192 22.01 1.09 130 22 14 94.78103
HR3474 18.04 1.5 180 18 6 257.361504 c
HR3601 -17.43 1.18 160 11 9 1094.019051
HR3662 -16.13 1.30 158 17 10 205.197732
HR3665 -27.14 1.5 111 19 3 0.001169 c, d
HR3690 4.65 1.5 165 10 6 764.881991 c
HR3799 23.03 4.76 204 26 35 568.760173 a
HR384 -16.25 1.5 363 33 3 0.001551 c, d
HR3858 16.05 1.5 286 27 3 0.00125 c, d
HR3885 -5.06 1.5 320 15 6 0.015972 c, d
HR3917 -13.68 1.36 144 12 15 1052.038044
HR398 8.23 1.5 124 58 3 1627.157998 c
HR3982 10.81 1.5 307 13 21 654.254503
HR4116 18.07 0.96 130 13 25 1143.034294
HR4123 15.02 1.38 243 17 15 754.982338
HR4172 16.49 1.01 261 12 15 668.142639
HR419 13.63 1.24 160 23 12 410.984386
HR4259 -0.49 0.98 176 24 13 390.999907
HR4260 1.30 0.92 219 16 16 521.426806
HR4317 40.07 1.5 107 34 3 0.002488 c, d
HR4388 -5.19 1.5 255 22 6 91.775648 c
HR4422 -9.86 2.46 181 11 39 881.752685
HR4468 2.09 3.78 204 8 52 1608.756203 a
HR4515 0.56 1.13 138 9 21 1123.912442
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TABLE 5 — Continued
Star Abs. RV (km s−1) σRV (km s
−1) V sin(I) (km s−1) σV sin(I) (km s
−1) Nobs Tbaseline (days) Notes
HR4787 -14.89 1.27 132 16 12 521.674422
HR4828 3.23 1.61 139 12 36 1181.780093
HR4875 -13.32 1.5 173 27 5 385.056157 c
HR4886 -15.14 1.5 239 45 5 54.920266 c
HR4936 -32.45 1.5 216 15 7 316.121968 c
HR496 -4.94 2.71 387 58 20 901.55287
HR5037 -1.87 1.5 237 24 7 56.930243 c
HR5062 -15.01 1.02 231 12 13 1100.929109
HR5107 -12.89 1.12 236 15 15 1085.97051
HR5112 -22.90 0.83 148 11 30 683.14287
HR5127 -11.58 2.12 185 32 4 0.001979 c, d
HR5179 -13.01 1.5 224 21 3 0.001482 c, d
HR5238 -13.13 1.5 242 34 4 0.002616 c, d
HR5244 -23.84 1.5 121 18 7 768.021759 c
HR545 -4.57 9.28 67 11 19 864.65926 a
HR5478 9.05 1.36 107 21 17 776.813275
HR5511 -5.88 3.12 262 14 77 2685.67243 a
HR5517 4.39 3.73 142 10 10 858.685995 a
HR5685 -34.76 1.95 213 12 15 19.981123
HR5735 -2.81 1.5 193 57 3 0.0011 c, d
HR5849 -15.26 4.54 182 12 6 1574.728785 a
HR586 -27.14 2.97 306 37 9 1970.238947
HR5867 3.32 3.01 211 8 32 1082.189607 b
HR5938 -18.44 1.75 256 49 29 769.839537
HR5949 -9.88 1.64 162 12 24 764.902535
HR6003 -16.95 1.87 36 22 13 29.135775
HR6013 -15.78 1.5 264 16 6 0.002523 c, d
HR6036 -10.17 1.5 166 25 6 0.002755 c, d
HR6051 -5.77 0.99 303 12 12 27.025555
HR6054 -10.66 1.5 113 21 6 0.024664 c, d
HR6110 2.65 1.5 226 26 6 24.98375 c, d
HR615 38.04 1.5 239 28 6 343.953368 c
HR6410 -30.47 1.28 315 22 15 1184.671933
HR6502 -30.78 1.5 263 36 3 0.001342 c, d
HR6511 5.64 1.5 321 23 4 0.0025 c, d
HR6534 -22.46 1.5 230 29 3 0.001377 c, d
HR6629 -22.06 1.5 176 16 3 2645.684549 c
HR664 11.15 2.01 237 14 12 478.720694
HR6700 -13.55 2.16 155 30 8 57.966077
HR6723 8.06 1.5 168 26 6 0.981238 c, d
HR6747 17.23 1.5 287 36 6 128.712014 c
HR6779 -30.01 1.22 171 24 86 2263.793761
HR6789 -7.95 1.5 196 41 3 0.001412 c, d
HR6826 -10.09 1.5 255 33 5 522.625034 c
HR6827 -19.56 1.03 175 19 36 1156.87287
HR6873 -14.94 1.5 234 17 7 258.202708 c
HR6881 -12.15 1.5 203 36 3 0.001354 c, d
HR6923 -29.82 1.5 215 17 6 0.026435 c, d
HR6930 22.43 1.5 166 37 3 0.001238 c, d
HR708 11.00 1.83 234 21 72 1385.298357
HR7096 -34.50 1.5 142 17 3 0.001516 c, d
HR7142 -52.88 1.5 257 44 3 0.001216 c, d
HR7202 -23.68 1.5 264 31 3 0.001319 c, d
HR7235 -22.36 2.88 280 17 19 504.788991
HR7236 -7.98 0.96 76 20 9 539.651655
HR7249 -19.75 1.5 186 42 3 0.001262 c, d
HR7262 -24.57 1.5 259 19 3 0.001354 c, d
HR7403 -19.39 1.5 315 44 3 0.001944 c, d
HR7420 -22.24 2.21 219 23 21 1096.953044
HR7446 -20.94 1.11 263 36 16 828.693796
HR7457 -13.98 1.92 208 79 74 707.014815
HR7466 -16.93 2.46 171 16 30 706.036806
HR7528 -24.68 2.96 168 20 34 1160.874757
HR7543 -26.43 1.47 232 21 17 133.771922
HR7565 -17.91 1.23 209 36 9 617.270567
HR7600 -56.19 1.5 278 51 6 377.831123 c
HR7708 -1.98 11.46 349 35 64 1060.992003 a
HR7724 -23.48 1.5 207 53 6 91.049363 c
HR7740 -16.13 2.53 222 26 12 828.785996
HR7757 -12.16 2.31 184 14 18 704.138507
HR7803 -4.82 1.5 183 30 4 579.418577 c
HR7890 -10.16 1.5 246 49 3 0.00162 c, d
HR7906 -2.90 1.60 124 13 31 1085.153819
HR793 -3.31 1.5 162 48 3 0.001308 c, d
HR7950 -14.33 0.85 110 7 12 80.817974
HR801 9.83 5.62 68 18 27 1119.029144 a
HR8028 -24.61 3.35 207 7 51 1717.179247 b
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TABLE 5 — Continued
Star Abs. RV (km s−1) σRV (km s
−1) V sin(I) (km s−1) σV sin(I) (km s
−1) Nobs Tbaseline (days) Notes
HR804 -3.84 1.5 179 30 6 389.851169 c
HR8047 14.42 1.5 334 28 4 0.002257 c, d
HR8146 -1.93 0.59 230 24 23 1107.927408
HR8270 -20.86 0.92 261 29 9 489.834769
HR8319 2.35 1.5 172 38 3 0.001273 c, d
HR8342 -1.53 0.82 207 17 12 413.913171
HR835 -11.92 1.5 180 16 2 0.000729 c, d
HR8373 9.61 1.5 194 40 3 0.001343 c, d
HR838 -3.01 1.21 205 22 202 2612.853019
HR8402 11.50 1.5 224 25 3 0.001389 c, d
HR8438 -49.57 1.5 201 19 6 955.348137 c
HR8450 -10.01 0.56 159 13 23 152.697998
HR8451 -6.20 1.5 191 35 6 0.013518 c, d
HR8597 -3.69 1.92 206 13 9 1095.852153
HR8628 2.01 0.75 188 34 6 1292.41802 c
HR8634 8.71 3.07 129 8 192 2467.214178 a
HR8651 -14.00 1.30 142 15 13 934.67221
HR8682 -12.53 1.85 295 25 15 462.639352
HR8758 -18.58 1.32 318 32 9 441.771597
HR8781 0.11 1.63 131 9 29 1541.864433
HR879 14.88 1.35 181 13 16 707.010613
HR8808 -24.83 1.5 84 42 3 0.001852 c, d
HR8936 13.89 1.74 178 10 12 494.629503
HR894 -15.69 1.5 207 53 3 0.001585 c, d
HR8976 -11.87 1.53 204 24 21 1289.321494
HR8988 -6.14 1.5 157 46 3 0.001181 c, d
HR899 20.54 1.5 127 63 4 81.794676 c
HR9071 -9.98 1.5 153 34 6 901.44463 c
HR9098 10.65 0.96 198 21 19 592.253391
HR932 10.23 1.5 186 43 3 0.00118 c, d
HR954 21.24 1.5 78 15 7 17.997014 c
HR980 2.58 0.73 301 38 9 25.973321
Note. — a, High scatter, discussed in Section 3. b, Long term trend, discussed in Section 3. c, Too few measurements, error was artificially
assigned to the median value for our method. d, Too short time baseline, error was artificially assigned to the median value for our method.
